
For the class…   posters  games  stories  

 songs   class activities  word wall  entrance cards 

For the students …   full color binders 

 worksheets  mini posters  read-alouds 

Promoting the program …   

 flyers  video 

 

The Hang with the Ten 
Package includes all this: 

For the teacher …   

 
 

 very clear lesson plans  

 



From Gilah Andrusier: In all honesty,  I didn't 

elaborate too much on how superb it is because I 

thought your inbox must be full to overflowing because 

EVERYONE that I have spoken to that purchased it (at 

least 8 shluchos) are ravingggggg!..... Very clear 

instructions and very easy to navigate....the type 

setting etc is great...very smart how you give the 

outline and then accompanying pages....helps clarify.... 

The lessons are creative, original and most 

importantly the ideas are brought down to kids’ 

level in hands on way....exciting for teacher to 

deliver....! 

From a Shlucha: Honestly I have not read every lesson 

but the few I have are excellent…  In my humble 

opinion, and I have used many curriculum....this far 

surpasses them all...I say Wow!! 

From Dvora Green:  … I just listened to the conference call *online teacher training+, it really sounds great!  So helpful for preparing the lessons. 

From Bayla Lesches:     I know I have thanked you already but I just can't seem to get over this truly wonderful new curriculum.     I read over all the lessons over the weekend and was blown away by what I saw and read.     The detail that went into each lesson is unbelievable. From the graphics - where every divider has so much to learn from them, not just pictures but true lessons in themselves and even the luchos at the top have the letter highlighted in yellow corresponding to the dibrah - to the tactics used to explain the different lessons to the students, each one is so rich and enriching. …   I enjoy graphics and working with developing lessons and I understand the amount of time, patience and effort which goes into each process. I actually can't begin to calculate the amount of hours which have gone it to this. The lessons have not even begun to be taught and I am truly impressed, I look forward to putting them into practice.   I will be forever grateful and amazed by this curriculum. I am not exaggerating. 

From a shlucha: The graphics 

are beautiful; I am sure the kids 

will be impressed.  I’m excited to 

use the program. Thanks! 

So many Hebrew Schools are raving about  
the new Hang with the Ten program.    
  Here are some of their comments: 


